CCRET: CNV Collapsing Random Effects Test
Website: http://www4.stat.ncsu.edu/~tzeng/Software/CCRET/software_ccret.php
CCRET Code Files: File ccret.tar.gz includes
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Data/: a subdirectory that include two sets of data. (1) “mycnv1” for dosage (DS) analysis,
and (2) “mycnv2” for GI (gene interception) analysis. The example data sets include:
o PLINK format data: mycnv1.cnv mycnv1.fam mycnv2.cnv mycnv2.fam
o Example list of gene set: mygeneset.bed
o CCRET format data: (Note that our R code will produce these datasets; they are
included purly for verification purposes.
 mycnv1_ds.txt mycnv1_ln.txt mycnv1_gi.txt
mycnv1_yy.txt
 mycnv2_ds.txt mycnv2_ln.txt mycnv2_gi.txt
mycnv2_yy.txt
DStest_demo.r: R code that first converts PLINK format to CCRET format input files and
then demonstrates the use of CCRET for dosage analysis
GItest_demo.r: R code that first converts PLINK format to CCRET format input files and
then demonstrates the use of CCRET for GI analysis
fun.plink2ccret.r: Define R function “plink2ccret()”, which is required for converting
PLINK format to CCRET format
readme.CCRET_data_conversion.txt: A detailed description for the data processing
involved in plink2ccret().
corefun.r: R functions required for running CCRET test
hsreg.conversion.r: R functions required for running CCRET test
hsreg.fun.r: R functions required for running CCRET test

Required programs:




R: https://www.r-project.org/
Bedtools: https://github.com/arq5x/bedtools2
Note that bedtools is intended to run in a “command line” environment on UNIX, LINUX and
Apple OS X operating systems. For details on how to install bedtools in these systems,
please see section below “Bedtools installation”.

CCRET Overview:
CCRET is a random effects approach applicable to variants measured on a multi-categorical scale,
collectively modeling the effects of multiple CNV features, and is robust to etiological heterogeneity.
Figure 1 provides an overview of the CCRET method using the dosage effects model as an example
to illustrate the following key features.
(1) Input data:
CCRET takes CNV data in PLINK format. Then CCRET converts the source CNV data to three
input matrixes in order to store the different features of CNVs, i.e., dosage (“DS”), length
(“Len”), and gene intersection (“GI”). For “DS” and “Len” matrixes, which are n.subject-by-
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n.loci, we use CNV regions as the “locus” unit. For “GI” matrix, which are n.subject by n.loci, we
use genes as the “locus” units. See section “CCRET input data preparation” below for details.
(2) CCRET models the covariates and background CNV features using fixed effects as did in
Raychaudhuri et al. (2010), and models the CNV feature of interest using random effects in
order to retain the locus-specific details and to account for both between-locus and withinlocus etiological heterogeneity.
(3) CCRET quantifies the genetic similarity between any two individuals based on the CNV feature
of interest, which is then used to depict the covariance among the CNV effects of different
individuals (i.e, the more similar the genetic feature between two individuals is, the more
correlated their CNV effects would be). When calculating genetic similarity, we factorize the
multi-categorical allele values recorded in the input matrices. Consequently, alleles with
opposite effects within a locus are not lumped together when computing similarity, which
makes CCRET robust against within-locus heterogeneity. In contrast, SNP-collapsing random
effects methods do not address within-locus heterogeneity.
(4) Under the mixed effects model framework, the aggregate CNV effect can be evaluated by
examining the significance of the variance component. In contrast, fixed effects methods test
the aggregated CNV effect by examining if the common (e.g., averaged) effect is equal to zero.
Figure 1. CCRET Overview
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CCRET input data preparation
a) PLINK format CNV files: http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/cnv.shtml
b) R function “plink2ccret()” will convert PLINK format to CCRET format. The users need to
set values for “tag, gset, workdir”. In the provided examples, we set” tag = "mycnv",
gset="mygeneset.bed". Note that the same "tag" should be used to name the PLINK format
.cnv and .fam files.
c) Input data examples:
1) mycnv.fam
i. The first 3 lines of an example file below.
ii. The file should not have a header. The columns are
'FID','IID','PID','MID','SEX','PHE'

P1347
P249
P307

1 0 0 2 1
1 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 2

2) mycnv.cnv
i. The first 6 lines of an example file below.
ii. The file should have a header.
iii. BP1 is 1-based numbering as in PLINK format.
iv. Note for GI test, typically mycnv.cnv should contain only the genic CNVs (any
CNV that has >=1bp overlap with any genes) in order to improve specificity.
(see PMID: 24776740 and PLINK website).
FID IID CHR
BP1
P1347 1 1
64725787
P249 1 2 117969080
P249 1 2 118248788
P249 1 1 121172329
P249 1 16 14897801
P307 1 3
28433158

BP2 TYPE
65018240
118130191
118399142
121355881
15116257
28538056

3
1
1
3
3
1

SCORE SITES
284.66
211
148.19
89
207.71
116
61.44
77
22.48
80
39.6
49

3) mygeneset.bed
i. The first 3 lines of an example file below. Only the first 4 columns are
required
ii. The file should not have a header and the columns are:
'gene.chr','gene.startPos','gene.endPos','gene.name','geneset.name'.
1
1
1

1716723
3696782
8921059

1822502
3713068
8939308

GNB1
LRRC47
ENO1

PSDhumanCore
PSDhumanCore
PSDhumanCore

d) Output data (CCRET format)
1) mycnv_yy.txt (row: subjects; 1 column of affection status)
2) mycnv_ds.txt (row: subjects; column: CNVRs; cell: dosage of the corresponding CNV)
3) mycnv_ln.txt (row: subjects; column: CNVRs; cell: length of the corresponding CNV)
4) mycnv_gi.txt (row: subjects; column: genes in the geneset; cell: intersect yes/no)
5) Optional output file:
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i. If setting "Rout=True", the script will also generate an R object that contains
all three CCRET matrices and information on CNVRs.
ii. The default setting "Rout = FALSE"

Bedtools installation:
Note that bedtools is intended to run in a “command line” environment on UNIX, LINUX and Apple
OS X operating systems. Please find the latest stable release from the repository
https://github.com/arq5x/bedtools2/releases/. The current latest release is 2.25.0 as shown in the
commands below.

curl https://github.com/arq5x/bedtools2/releases/bedtools-2.25.0.tar.gz
> bedtools-2.25.0.tar.gz
tar -zxvf bedtools-2.25.0.tar.gz
cd bedtools2
make
sudo cp bin/* /usr/local/bin/

Contact:
Jung-Ying Tzeng <jytzeng@stat.ncsu.edu>, Department of Statistics and Bioinformatics Research
Center, North Carolina State University
Jin Szatkiewicz <jin_szatkiewicz@med.unc.edu> Department of Genetics, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, NC
Reference:
Tzeng J.Y., Magnusson, P.K.E., Sullivan, P.F., The Swedish Schizophrenia Consortium, Szatkiewicz, J.
(2015) A new method for detecting associations with rare copy-number variants. PLoS Genetics, in
press
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